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PatternsPatterns

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Let’s look at some Project Patterns…



More Patterns

Let’s look at some Project Patterns…



Mañana

The loss of a “natural” sense of urgency.



The Dead Fish of Failure

It sits on the table of far too many projects.y p j



How can we accept projects formulated to fail?How can we accept projects formulated to fail?

Everybody smells it right away.Everybody smells it right away.
Everybody hunkers down.



Who’s to blame for this loathsome situation?



Me, and my generation.



The joy of success. It lets you:j y y
try hard
learn

i texperiment
have pride



Lessons UnlearnedLessons Unlearned

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Unkomprimiert) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Retrospectives rarely trigger change. (Sorry.)Retrospectives rarely trigger change. (Sorry.)



What Smell?

People in the organization 
cannot detect its underlying y g
vitality or decay .



SMELLS…

Nursing Home

SMELLS…

Nursing Home
Monkey Cage
Teenager’s Bedroomg
Make-up Room Backstage
Sea Breeze
Mildew
Electrical Fire
Cigar BarCigar Bar



Marilyn Munster…

The esteem often given technical workers versus
managerial staff varies. In some organizationsmanagerial staff varies. In some organizations 
developers are king; in others they are pawns.



Surprise!p

Can you find
th Bi Bthe Big Boss
in this picture?

The manager offering rewards and 
incentives gets responses in addition to g
those he planned.



Everyone Wears Clothes For a ReasonEveryone Wears Clothes For a Reason

Complete openness grinds progress to a 
halt.



Rattle Yer Dags!Rattle Yer Dags!

urgency + confidence + iteration = bent for actiourgency + confidence + iteration = bent  for actio



MusicMusic

People with real musical skills are disproportionally
represented, sometimes extremely so, in technology 
organizationsorganizations.



Look for Patterns…

Name themName them…

Propagate them, or

Defeat them.

You’re good at this; you can do this 
togethertogether.



Send me your patterns!
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